CLEANERS & DEGREASERS
PH Neutra

Lemon Neutra

Pine Clean

Strive Plus

Black Out

A truly neutral pH cleaner designed for cleaning floors
and all hard surfaces. Leaves a shine and will not strip
"wax". Low foaming. Free rinsing. Readily
biodegradable. Fresh clean scent.. Dilute 1-4 oz / gal.
pH cleaner designed for cleaning floors and all hard
surfaces. Leaves a shine and will not strip "wax". Low
foaming. Free rinsing. Lemon scent. Dilute 1-4 oz /
gal.
Contains pure natural source pine oil. Neutral pH for gentle
cleaning and deodorizing of floors, walls, bathrooms,
kitchen, and all general cleaning. Excellent removal of
grease, oil, and dirt. Controlled low sudsing. Leaves a
lingering fresh pine scent. Dilute 2 - 4 ounces per gallon.

Biologically based neutral cleaner that is safe on all
washable surfaces. Dilute 1:768
A unique, revolutionary multipurpose cleaner, degreaser and
deodorizer. Formula based on natural extracts from orange
and lemon peels. This highly concentrated water-based
product provides effective environmentally safe alternative to
toxic, caustic and solvent-based cleaning compounds. A
safe and easy product that can be used on any washable
surface. Remove all types of grease, oil, carbon and dirt
from general maintenance cleaning job to heavy duty to
greasing. Dilute 1 to 80 water.

Ideal for every cleaning job including floors, walls,
Heavy Duty Cleaner & wood work, cabinets, porcelain, stainless steel, leather
and upholstery. Can be used as damp mopping, light
Degreaser
duty, general cleaning and heavy duty degreasing.
Free Rinsing. Dilute 1 to 40-80 water.

Boomerang

TE Heavy Duty
Degreaser & Stripper

A high solids content to tackle tougher soils. Ideal for
every cleaning job including floors, walls, wood work,
cabinets, porcelain, stainless steel, leather and
upholstery. Can be used as damp mopping, light duty,
general cleaning and heavy duty degreasing. Free
Rinsing. Can replace solvent degreasing (metal
application). Dilute 1 to 35-75 parts water.
The highest solids. So strong it can be used in floor
stripping applications. Ideal for every cleaning job
including floors, walls, wood work, cabinets, porcelain,
stainless steel, leather and upholstery. Can be used
as damp mopping, light duty, general cleaning and
heavy duty degreasing. Free Rinsing. Dilute 1 to 4080 parts water.

Proxi is a versatile, concentrated product formulated to
remove stains, hard water build-up and soap scum. The
Proxi Concentrate Multi-active ingredient is safer on surfaces than aggressive acids
or bleaches. Green Seal Certified. Fresh cotton fragrance.
Purpose Cleaner
One product is all you need to clean mirrors, windows,
stainless steel floors, walls, restroom fixtures, tile and grout
whitening.

Enviro Care All
Purpose Low Foam

Highly concentrated, effective for all routine cleaning
jobs. It lifts soil from any washable surface quickly
and easily and dries film free. Works equally well in
hard or soft water.

PH704RM

4L

PH720RM

20 L

NEL04CR

4L

NEU20CR

20 L

PIN04CR

4L

PIN20CR

20 L

EVSTRIVE4

4L

BLO04

4L

BLO20

20 L

PDG04CR

4L

PDG20CR

20 L

BOOMERANG1

4L

BOOMERANG20

20 L

TE04

4L

TE20

20 L

PROXIRTU

RTU - 1 L

PROXICON4

CONCENTRATE - 4 L

ECAPLF04RM

4 L
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DfE 401 is part of a series of products specifically designed for the
environment. DfE 401 has been formulated to be safer for the
product user, building occupants and the environment when
compared to traditional cleaning products. DfE 401 is a general
purpose cleaner and degreaser comprised of a complex blend of
biodegradable surfactants. It is neutral in use dilution and safe on all
washable surfaces.

DFE401

4L

DFE20

20 L

ALPHA

4L

TOUJ04

4L

A-Ben-A-Qui Universal
Cleaner

A revolutionary multi-purpose paste cleaner for those who
want one versatile and effective product to use virtually
anywhere. From glass top stoves and stainless steel
appliances. Use on these hard surfaces: Counter Tops,
Glass, Laminate, Vinyl, Ceramic, Rubber Tile, Grout,
Showers, Cabinets, Wood, Toilets, Tubs, Aluminum,
Metals, Fibreglass, Plastic

ABAQ

20 OZ

Workout, Heavy Duty
Muscle Cleaner

Removes graffiti, ink, permanent marker, grease, oil,
and most other stains from nonporous surfaces

WORKOUT

18 OZ AEROSOL

Winter Salt Rinse

Chemically reacts with calcium residues. Reduces
slipperiness and damage to floor finish. Can also be
used on carpets.

WRA04AR

4L

SBSC4

4L

BTH04CR

4L

BTH20CR

20 L NS

ZSTONE

32 OZ.

ZHLFC32

32 OZ.

ZF505

32 OZ.

DFE 401

DfE Alpha 3

Unique general purpose cleaner for removing grease,
oil and other factory soils. Neutral in use dilution and
safe to use on all washable surfaces. Recommended
for cleaning equipment, machinery, parts, floors, etc.
Cleans better than products with ingredients like NPE,
2BE.

A heavy-duty liquid cleaner that’s strong enough for
the most difficult cleaning tasks. Will remove carbon
and greasy residues from walls, floors, machinery Enviro Care Tough Job any washable surface.Also excels at removing forklift
tire marks and is perfect for fire and smoke damage
clean up.

Concentrated neutralizer, calcium and salt remover.

Safeblend Neutralizer Dissolves salt and calcium stains on floors and
carpets.

Biotek Hard Surface

CleanStone Plus
Cleaner & Protectant

Removes grease, controls odours in kitchens,
washrooms. Safe to use on all washable surfaces.
Neutral pH.
Pros know that stone surfaces require extra care that
all-purpose cleaners can’t deliver. This professional
grade, non-caustic cleaner highlights the natural
beauty of surfaces and protects against future
permanent stains
Hardwood and laminate flooring looks beautiful but

Hardwood & Laminate can be hard to keep clean. This pro grade formulation
makes a tough task easier with a fresh scented spray
Floor Cleaner
and wipe solution.

Fast 505 Industrial
Cleaner & Degreaser

Garages, shops and outdoor areas are constantly
exposed to grease & dirt. Pros know that frequent
cleaning makes a workspace safer. This professional
grade, fast acting degreaser takes time out of cleaning
by quickly dissolving soils.
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